DESCRIPTION

Demonstration circuit 2799A uses the **LTC®4332** to extend a SPI interface with 3 slave devices to up to 1200m (150m with a 500kHz SCK as factory configured). The DC2799A is designed to be compatible with the popular Pmod interface to allow for easy evaluation with the many master and slave devices in this ecosystem.

The LTC4332 is a 2MHz SPI bus extender designed for operation in high noise industrial environments. The SPI bus is extended over two twisted pairs by ±60V fault protected differential transceivers. The LTC4332’s extended 25V common mode voltage range allows it to bridge across different ground potentials.

The DC2799A’s local side interfaces with the host SPI master as 4 different SPI slave devices. These slave devices support SPI modes (0,0) or (1,1) where (CPOL, CPHA). Three of the slave devices are associated with the remote side devices (SS1, SS2, SS3) and the fourth device (SSC) is used to configure the DC2799A’s LTC4332 SPI extenders. The DC2799A’s remote side interface implements a SPI master with 3 different slave selects. The remote side master supports all four SPI modes and a unique mode may be associated to each slave select.

By default, the remote SPI modes are all mode (0,0). The remote side SPI modes are configured by writing to the local side LTC4332 using the SSC slave device.

The LTC4332 data sheet gives a complete description of the part, its operation and application information. The data sheet should be referred to when reading this demo manual. The LTC4332 is available in a 20-lead QFN package and three temperature grades (commercial 0°C to 70°C, industrial –40°C to 85°C, and high temperature –40°C to 125°C).

**Design files for this circuit board are available.**

All registered trademarks and trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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**DC2799A CONNECTION DIAGRAM**

![DC2799A Connection Diagram](image)

Figure 1. DC2799A
QUICK START PROCEDURE

Demonstration circuit 2799A is easy to set up to evaluate the performance of the LTC4332 using the Pmod system. Refer to Figure 1 for proper equipment setup and follow the procedure below:

1. Connect the DC2799A’s male connector J6 to the Pmod host.
2. Confirm the Pmod device’s expanded SPI alternate signal pins are compatible with the DC2799A. Make any necessary modifications to the Pmode device and/or DC2799A. See PMOD Interface section for more details.
3. Connect the DC2799A’s female connector J5 to the Pmod peripheral.
4. Connect the jumper wires between J3 and J4.
5. Update the host’s peripheral interface code if the peripheral(s) use a SPI mode other than (0,0) or the host reads data from the peripheral. See SPI Network Considerations section for more details.
6. Energize the Pmod host and execute the peripheral’s code.
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Pmod Interface

The Pmod interface is a popular interface for embedded system development which specifies a standardized electromechanical interface for connecting low frequency, low I/O count peripheral modules to controller boards and covers many different protocols. The DC2799A is compatible with the Digilent Pmod Interface Type 2A (expanded SPI) version 1.2.0 and implements a modified version of the alternate signal definition as shown in Figure 2. Note that the pin numbering for this connector follows the Pmod specification and is different from the standard connector numbering.

The INT signal (pin 7) provides an interrupt signal from remote slaves to the Pmod host when the SPI bus is idle. On the remote side, pin 7 is an input with a 4.7k pull-up resistor. Open drain outputs from the remote slave devices can signal the Pmod host by pulling this pin low. On the local side, pin 7 is an open-drain output with a 4.7k pull-up resistor. The local side INT output will reflect the state of the remote side INT input pin. INT may change asynchronously with respect to the slave select framing or SCK.

Only one local side slave select (SS1 (CS), SS2 (CS2), SS3 (CS3) or SSC) may be asserted at a time. The remote side SS2 (CS2) and SS3 (CS3) are outputs which follow the local side states. The local side slave selects have a weak pull-up and may be left open circuited if not used. In this situation, the corresponding remote side slave selects will be driven high.

NOTE: Some Pmod devices use pins 7-10 as general-purpose IO (GPIO) pins. Depending on the function of these GPIO pins, the DC2799A may or many not be compatible with these Pmod devices. In some cases, the Pmod device can be modified to be compatible. For example, in a DAC Pmod, bringing one of the GPIO pins low after the SPI transaction, might trigger the loading of DAC data; however, if this pin is held low, then the DAC data may...
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be loaded with the rising edge of the slave select. In this situation, disconnecting this pin from the DC2799A and then wiring it low on the Pmod device would allow the device to function with the DC2799A.

The DC2799A’s Pmod interface uses a standard 100 mil spaced, 25 mil square, 12 pin, right-angle, pin-header style connectors. The DC2799A’s local side has a male connector to connect as a Pmod peripheral module with a Pmod host board. The DC2799A’s remote side has a female connector and acts as a remote Pmod host to the remote peripheral.

Separable Local and Remote Sides

The DC2799A comes as a single printed circuit board with the local and remote side circuits located on either side of a score. Breaking this score will allow the circuits to be physically separated. Note that the scored edges are sharp after separation and they should be deburred before handling.

Pin Header Connections

Except for the speed setting pins, all control and I/O pins for the two LTC4332 extenders are available on 100 mil center pin headers J1 or J2. See Figure 3.

The ON pins (pin 1) are pulled to their associated VL via 1k resistors and may be externally pulled down to disable the associated LTC4332.

The remote pins (pin 2) are configured via 1k resistors with the local/Pmod peripheral side set as local (pull down) and the remote/Pmod host side set as remote (pull-up). The local/remote configuration can be reversed by externally driving these pins the other way.

The LTC4332’s internal slave device select, SSC, is available on pin 4 of the pin header. Use this slave select when communicating with the LTC4332.

The status of the extender link is available on pin 3 and indicated by the link LEDs D1 and D3.

The presence of a supply voltage (and ON being pulled high) is available on pin 1 and indicated by LEDs D2 and D4.

The remaining pins on the header are the SPI interface pins. In addition to the MOSI/MISO/SCK, there are 3 slave device select pins and an interrupt pin which allows a slave to send an interrupt to the host.

The pin out for the headers J1 or J2 is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>REMOTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>LINK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>MISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>MISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>SS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>SS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>SS3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>GND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. J1, J2 Pin Header Pinout

Local – Remote Link Connection

The DC2799A uses pluggable terminal blocks to allow the use of different cable types as well as access to VCC and GND for incorporating modified bias or protective networks into the differential bus link and/or separating the power and ground connections between the local and remote sides.

When replacing the short jumper wires between the terminal block pins, connect pin 1 to pin 1, etc. The field bus link between the local and remote sides is full-duplex and so A connects to Y and B connects to Z.

The DC2799A includes biasing networks which consist of 619Ω pull-up and pull-down resistors and 120Ω terminating resistors and these values should be acceptable for most nonisolated applications. The pull-up/down resistors are located at the transmitter/driver side of the field bus while the terminating resistors are located at the receiver. This allows the bus pull-up/down voltages to be consistent with the driver voltage and so increases the common mode voltage range between the local and remote sides. Using the pluggable terminal blocks, additional parallel resistors may be easily added to reduce the biasing network’s effective resistor values or add a bus protective network if needed.

The link speed is factory set for a maximum SCK frequency of 500kHz but may be adjusted by inserting or removing resistors to configure for different speed settings. Make
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Sure that the local and remote sides have the same speed configuration. Refer to the DC2799A schematic to identify the proper pull-up and down resistors and see the LTC4332 data sheet for more details on setting the link speed.

Similar to other field buses such as RS-485, there is an inverse relationship between the link extension distance and SPI bus speed. For more details on link speeds and maximum link distance, see the Link Speed table in the LTC4332 data sheet.

**SPI Network Consideration**

The SPI protocol supports four unique timing configurations defined by the SCK polarity (CPOL) and clock phase (CPHA) summarized in Table 1. Example waveforms for the different modes are shown in Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. SPI Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The DC2799A SPI extender can be inserted into an existing 8-bit word SPI mode (0,0) network with minimal impact. Write accesses to remove slave devices are software transparent; however, read accesses from remote slave devices incur a one-word latency and so require a compensating adjustment to the host software. In most cases, simply performing a dummy SPI read at the start of each read transaction is enough.

When using the DC2799A with SPI modes other than (0,0) and/or an 8-bit word size, modifications to the host code will be required. These modifications will potentially include modifying the host’s SPI mode as well configuring the LTC4332’s configuration registers with the proper slave device mode and word sizes.

The DC2799A’s local side supports either SPI mode (0,0) or (1,1). The host software will need to be configured to operate in one of these two modes. If a remote side device operates with a different SPI mode, the DC2799A may be configured to automatically convert between the configured remote mode and mode (0,0) or (1,1).

On the remote side, the DC2799A supports all SPI modes and allows different modes to be associated for each of the three remote side slaves. All remote side SPI modes are (0,0) by default. The SPI mode associated with each slave select is configured in the LTC4332’s CONFIG register, address 0x00h. This register is accessed by reading from or writing to the local side LTC4332 using the SSC slave select which is available on the local side as pin 8 on J6 or pin 4 on J1. See the LTC4332 data sheet for details on the LTC4332’s registers, including the register definition for CONFIG.
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Note that when reading from the local side LTC4332 using SSC, there is no latency in the readback data and therefore the dummy read is not required.

The local side LTC4332’s internal slave device uses 8-bit words; however, the DC2799A can allow remote device word sizes of any value within the range $8 \leq \text{WORD}_\text{LENGTH} \leq 32$ by writing the desired remote size word length into the configuration register WORD_LENGTH, address 0x05h. The readback data from the remote side is delayed by WORD_LENGTH SCK’s. Note that WORD_LENGTH is applied to all remote side devices. If the remote side devices have different word sizes, then WORD_LENGTH will need to be updated each time a remote device with a different word size is accessed. See the LTC4332 data sheet for additional details on the LTC4332’s registers.

Supply Connections

The DC2799A is factory configured to operate the local and remote sides from the Pmod $V_{CC}$ supply; however, turrets are provided to allow external supplies to be connected.

The DC2799A is factory configured to have the logic and transceiver supplies connected via the zero ohm resistors R1 and R2. Removing these resistors and providing external supplies allows the DC2799A to translate across different voltage domains for the logic and/or transceiver supplies. See the LTC4332 data sheet for details on the supply voltage ranges.
ESD Caution

ESD (electrostatic discharge) sensitive device. Charged devices and circuit boards can discharge without detection. Although this product features patented or proprietary protection circuitry, damage may occur on devices subjected to high energy ESD. Therefore, proper ESD precautions should be taken to avoid performance degradation or loss of functionality.

Legal Terms and Conditions

By using the evaluation board discussed herein (together with any tools, components documentation or support materials, the “Evaluation Board”), you are agreeing to be bound by the terms and conditions set forth below (“Agreement”) unless you have purchased the Evaluation Board, in which case the Analog Devices Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale shall govern. Do not use the Evaluation Board until you have read and agreed to the Agreement. Your use of the Evaluation Board shall signify your acceptance of the Agreement. This Agreement is made by and between you (“Customer”) and Analog Devices, Inc. (“ADI”), with its principal place of business at One Technology Way, Norwood, MA 02062, USA. Subject to the terms and conditions of the Agreement, ADI hereby grants to Customer a free, limited, personal, temporary, non-exclusive, non-sublicensable, non-transferable license to use the Evaluation Board FOR EVALUATION PURPOSES ONLY. Customer understands and agrees that the Evaluation Board is provided for the sole and exclusive purpose referenced above, and agrees not to use the Evaluation Board for any other purpose. Furthermore, the license granted is expressly made subject to the following additional limitations: Customer shall not (i) rent, lease, display, sell, transfer, assign, sublicense, or distribute the Evaluation Board; and (ii) permit any Third Party to access the Evaluation Board. As used herein, the term “Third Party” includes any entity other than ADI, Customer, their employees, affiliates and in-house consultants. The Evaluation Board is NOT sold to Customer; all rights not expressly granted herein, including ownership of the Evaluation Board, are reserved by ADI. CONFIDENTIALITY. This Agreement and the Evaluation Board shall be considered the confidential and proprietary information of ADI. Customer may not disclose or transfer any portion of the Evaluation Board to any other party for any reason. Upon discontinuation of use of the Evaluation Board or termination of this Agreement, Customer agrees to promptly return the Evaluation Board to ADI. ADDITIONAL RESTRICTIONS. Customer may not disassemble, decompile or reverse engineer chips on the Evaluation Board. Customer shall inform ADI of any occurred damages or any modifications or alterations it makes to the Evaluation Board, including but not limited to soldering or any other activity that affects the material content of the Evaluation Board. Modifications to the Evaluation Board must comply with applicable law, including but not limited to the RoHS Directive. TERMINATION. ADI may terminate this Agreement at any time upon giving written notice to Customer. Customer agrees to return to ADI the Evaluation Board at that time. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. THE EVALUATION BOARD PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND ADI MAKES NO WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND WITH RESPECT TO IT. ADI SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATIONS, ENDORSEMENTS, GUARANTEES, OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, RELATED TO THE EVALUATION BOARD INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NONINFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT WILL ADI AND ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM CUSTOMER’S POSSESSION OR USE OF THE EVALUATION BOARD, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOST PROFITS, DELAY COSTS, LABOR COSTS OR LOSS OF GOODWILL. ADI’S TOTAL LIABILITY FROM ANY AND ALL CAUSES SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT OF ONE HUNDRED US DOLLARS ($100.00). EXPORT. Customer agrees that it will not directly or indirectly export the Evaluation Board to another country, and that it will comply with all applicable United States federal laws and regulations relating to exports. GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the substantive laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (excluding conflict of law rules). Any legal action regarding this Agreement will be heard in the state or federal courts having jurisdiction in Suffolk County, Massachusetts, and Customer hereby submits to the personal jurisdiction and venue of such courts. The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods shall not apply to this Agreement and is expressly disclaimed.